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R E P R O D U C I B L E

My Learning Story Sample

As you progress through this unit of study, use reflection time to keep track of the skills and knowledge you 
are developing. Identify evidence in your data notebook or portfolio to support your claims.  

I can apply defensive skills when playing a game or sport.

Enriched 
Understanding

I can: 

 □ Apply defensive skills across multiple games

 □ Relate the defensive skills of one game to another

 □ Create a defensive skill plan to share with others

 □ Be flexible when applying defensive skills (and adjust as needed)

Proficient  □ I can apply defensive skills. 

This means:

• Thinking ahead and predicting outcomes

• Considering my position in relation to others and moving when needed

• Being clear about the goal of the game or sport and actively working toward  
that goal

• Putting the needs of my team ahead of my own desire to score, shoot, and so on

Exploring I can: 

 □ Learn the rules of the game and be clear about the end goal

 □ Imagine a variety of outcomes in a given situation

 □ Practice moving into various defensive positions in a timely fashion

 □ Play as part of a team rather than as an individual—relate my actions to those  
of others

 □ Practice the game-specific defensive skills (sending and receiving, positioning, 
skillfully moving)

 □ Learn from my mistakes 

 □ Take risks

Building 
Readiness

I can: 

 □ Describe the difference between defensive and offensive play and why both  
are necessary

 □ Explain the roles of each position in a game

 □ Know how to play the chosen game (rules, equipment)

 □ Move skillfully and quickly

 □ Be patient

 □ Notice what others are doing

 □ Be part of a team (kindness, forgiveness, encouragement, common goal)
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